
Young African peacemakers are dramatically 
taking peace training to the front lines of 
conflict in their own countries and in other 
countries.  They are graduates of the 10-day 
Training of Conflict Transformation Train-
ers (TCTT) which Daniel Buttry has led 
(along with Sharon Buttry in Kenya in Sep-
tember 2013.  A movement of peace makers 
has been developing in Africa and Europe as 
started by brother Lancelot Muteyo from 
Harare Zimbabwe. Lance is the director and 
Vision bearer for Pan African Peace Net-
work.  
 
Pastor Boaz Keibarak a Kenyan national, has 
been engaged in a long-term process of 
peace training and mediation to end warring 
between the Pokot and Turkana tribes as 
well as helping young men trapped in cycles 
of violence in cattle rustling.  In January 
2017, Boaz Mobilised Peace committees and 
the community both from Pokot and 

Marakwet tireless to recover the stolen live-
stock that were handed over to owners in-
front of a panel of local government leaders, 
security and peace makers from both commu-
nities.  
This is a mile step to removing tolerance for 
cattle rustling in this century.  
Cattle rustling has been the fuel for the con-
flicts in the North Rift for centuries, this 
practice is embedded deep in the traditional 
practices of the North Rift Nomads.  
Getting to this achievement has come with a 
lot of work over the last years in which Boaz 
has conducted conflict transformation train-
ings with traditional leaders, government 
leaders and various stake holders, opening 
their minds to overcome self-limiting belief 
systems and enabling them envision a future 
of nomadic communities living together 
peacefully in a way which promotes the 
growth and development of the North Rift of 
Kenya.  

 
TRANFSORMATION AMONG THE WARRING NOMADS OF THE NORTH RIFT - KENYA 

We are humbled and very grateful for the 
opportunity to feed the starving community 
in Kapenguria.  Many thanks to Baptist fra-
ternity and individual people who are ex-
tending a hand of relief to desperate masses 
in East Africa.  

With reference to her book; “Renewable”, 
Eileen Flanagan mentions that “the connec-
tion between climate change and famine is a 
big part of what woke her up to the dangers 
of climate change.”  

We have been distributing food to hungry 
people in the North Rift of Kenya where the 

drought is expected to persist into august: - 
story by Boaz Keibarak. Country Repre-
sentative. PAPNET—Kenya.  
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ence, this peace will continue to prevail because 
of the rock foundation we have installed, The 
Rock foundation is the planted churches serving 
as custodians of justice and peace and therefore 
pillars of sustaining the new born peace. “(Psalm 
127:1); unless Lord builds the house, the builders labor 
in vain.”  

We have been struggling to build these churches, 
laying the rock foundation as Jesus Christ. We 
have seen change in the warriors through con-
tinuous fellowship with worship even at Kip-
saina Baptist Church.  

- Reported by Boaz Keibarack. PAPNET - Kenya.  

Through your support, we have restored 
peace among different tribes in and across 
North rift Kenya, and we have installed four 
pillars to sustain peace, and the pillars are four 
churches that are planted in KIPSAINA 
bringing together Luyhas , Turkana, Pokot, 
Kipsigis, Marakwet, and Nandi tribes, 
KAPENGURIA CHURCH, bringing together 
Jaluo, Kikuyu, Pokot, Turkana, Marakwet, 

Luhyas, Kamba, and Swahili tribes, TURKWEL 
CHURCH bringing together, Pokot and Turkana 
tribes hailing across the administrative border of 
Turkwel/Lorogon corridor, KIWAWA CHURCH 
bringing together Pokot, Turkana and Karamojang of 

Uganda, our work has transformed these 
tribes to be one TRIBE OF THE OPEN 
HAND AND OPEN HEART which JESUS 
CHRIST died on the Cross with an OPEN 
HAND to build tribe of the OPEN HAND, 
the tribe that will not close its eyes to fights 
and kills but be humble and accommodate 
each other.   

Even with our presence or without our pres-
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Zimbabwe is in a state of democratic transition. 
The country has witnessed serious citizen activism 
through mass protests and demonstrations in the 
last four months. Protesters are crying for electoral 
reforms ahead of the 2018 National Elections. But 
there is a problem! The struggle is violent! Protest-
ers are ill equipped of non-violent struggle. This is 
a serious challenge. Therefore, Trees of Peace Afri-
ca Zimbabwe is working to address this issue 
through teaching non-violent struggle and conflict 
transformation to grassroots.  
 
Lance and Christina Muteyo invited Ketevan 
Murusidze from Georgia  Eastern Europe to do 
two separate conflict transformation workshops 
with Catholic University of Zimbabwe and SOS 
Children’s Villages in Zimbabwe in August 2016.   
This training was funded by Daniel Buttry.  
 
My wife Christina aka Chrissy was trained in 

Ukraine Training of Conflict Transformation 
Trainers (TCTT) in 2015 by Daniel Buttry and I. 
Keti was also trained in the same training. The 
purpose of this program was to give Keti an inter-
national experience and to empower university 
students.  It has always been Lance’s vision to flow 
within Daniel and Sharon Buttry’s vision of men-
toring upcoming TCTT and Conflict Transfor-
mation (CT) trainers.  
 
I met Keti in Ukraine whilst she was a participant. 
Keti came to the Ukraine TCTT on the invitation 
of Dan Buttry through the recommendation of 
Rusudan a Baptist pastor in Georgia known to 
Dan. Keti is a volunteer for Generations for Peace 
and has done peace work with them in Georgia 
and Jordan especially on religious issues. This 
TCTT was her first exposure to the program 
which was pioneered by Dan and Sharon Buttry.  

TRIBES OF THE OPEN HAND & OPEN HEART - North Rift Kenya 

MENTORING CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION TRAINERS - LANCE MUTEYO 



Keti had never been to Africa and this was her first time hence I 
wanted her to explore Africa and prepare herself for what God 
may do in her life in the peace field. It was also good for me to 
mentor her in the trainings as I learned more from her vast experi-
ence with Generations for Peace. Keti was staying in our humble 
house.  

Unfortunately, one week before Keti arrived; the Catholic Universi-
ty of Zimbabwe cancelled the program. They chickened out about 
the possibility of non-violent struggle. I had to run around and 
make serious contingent plans. The plans worked well though it 
affected our budget. We finally did more things than planned.   

We did a one day workshop with 40 SOS Children’s Villages 
youths and the Director of the village was so happy. We also did 
two days’ workshop with 14 Girls Wisdom Hub girls. The organi-
zation works with vulnerable girls by teaching them cooking and 
tailoring skills. Finally we did a vibrant workshop with 27 young 
Christians. 

“This is the best ever workshop I have attended, usually in these workshops I 
am always on my phone or dozing but this is empowering”  Anesu - Girls 

Wisdom Hub 

“So funny and energetic exercises with deep meaning at the end of the day. 
Thank you Lance, Chrissy and Keti”  Takudzwa- Christian Youth 

 The time also afforded Keti to explore Zimbabwe. We went to 
the Victoria Falls with her. She managed to meet our various artists 
whom we work with in expressive arts in conflict transformation. 
We got her to the wildlife park where she saw various animals and 
had a horse ride. She explored the city and conversed with many 
ordinary Zimbabweans. She also had time to worship. 

We also managed to nail down strategic meetings. We met with the 
Rector of St Georges College. This is a Catholic school run by the 
Jesuits who are in charge of 18 schools in Zimbabwe. They want 
Trees of Peace Africa Zimbabwe to partner with them in helping 
their children with skills in experiential learning.  All our training 
was through; experiential education and Adventure based learning  

Below is an extract of Keti’s experiences;  
“It is almost  month I am back in Georgia but I am still in Zimbabwe with 
my mind and thoughts. This was amazing experience for me, and I believe for 
our trainees as well.  
 
As you know, Catholic University postponed the training in September, and I 
will not be able to be there at that time. But Lance decided to visit the universi-
ty with me to finalize some details about the training and engage them in our 
activities. It was a nice meeting, I had some time to have informal conversation 
with the ladies while they took me to university tour, and I hope this meeting 
will help Lance to work with this university. They seemed really interested in 
what we do, but I guess things do not work easy there.  
 
The next step was the training at SOS Children Village in Harare. First we 
talked with a director of the centre, we introduced ourselves to him and ex-
plained him importance of informal education and experiential learning.  Dur-
ing the training, we had about 40 participants, boys and girls around ages 14 

to 17.  The training was really amazing, participants were very engaged and 
they wanted us back! During the training we had such great emotions and 
energy that some teachers, mothers and staff members with the director joined 
us and were watching our activities. At the end of the training, some partici-
pants thanked us for that day. Especially one boy was so emotional; I will 
never forget his thankful eyes and words he told me! I can say among these 
youths there are some very bright minds but they do not have much opportunity 
to find themselves and their talents in that environment. But I hope we could 
open some new windows in their mind.  
 
We conducted the next training at Girls Wisdom Hub in Harare. We had 
around 14 participants, but these girls were really great and clever, especially 
some of them. Engagement level was really high, they liked this new approach 
a lot and tried to experience and understand as much as was possible. You 
should watch their Ankle Walk.  The success of the training can be measured 
by their comments and feedbacks they shared at WhatsApp, and the next day 
there was a graduation ceremony of their program and everybody was talking 
about our two-day training. During the graduation ceremony they invited me 
to give a speech, I did not expect that but I did my best to encourage our girls 
and donors to keep moving on this direction. I also gave them certificates as 
other donors and representatives of NGOs. After the graduation ceremony I 
had some networking conversations with local NGO representatives and hu-
man rights activists. Also I talked with a Catholic priest Fr. Joe Arimoso 
who is a very influential person in education field in Zimbabwe, Mozambique 
and Madagascar as I heard. As a result, he invited us at the St. George 
College where he is a rector, and I and Lance had quit interesting strategic 
meeting there with his team. I hope this meeting will have some successful 
continuation. Lance is already invited to attend their training for teachers and 
to conduct one-day pilot training for their students. So girls training were very 
successful, I still receive their messages on WhatsApp, they are so thankful 
and want to have more training like that. Also this training was productive 
for networking and promotion the TCTT program.  
 
The last training for Christian youths was the one I am so proud of. All the 
time I have been doing things what were planned and organized by Lance and 
Chrissy. In this case, I was an initiator of this training, I pushed the local 
priest to organize this training for their church youths. I attended two services 
while I was there, and I felt these youths needed our training. They have a 
lack of love and honesty, I mean they can get jealous so easily and can do 
many wrong things because they cannot control their emotions and dreams. At 
the second church service I felt how jealous some of them were even toward me. 
So I felt like I needed to do something, and thanks to the priest and Lance we 
conducted amazing training for 27 youths. We planned to have two-hour 
training as it was very difficult group, but we ended up with three-hour train-
ing and still did not want to finish it, but it was already dark and we did not 
have more time to work with this group. I got so emotional feedbacks from the 
participants that I will never forget.  I am happy that this was not only one 
day training but that the priest is going to continue working with these youths 
through Lance and Chrissy. The priest emailed me that he is working on some 
strategies to get funds to establish a school for these youths. I am more than 
happy because I am part of this process, and I am not shy to say that I started 
this process with blessing of God and the priest, with great help from Lance 
and Chrissy.  
 
I believe we planted really good seeds in Harare, and I am looking forward to 
seeing how our trees of peace will flourish. Thanks Chrissy, Lance and Adri-
ano Kundai your son for their hospitality, love and interesting talks.  
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in part that the national armed services that had 
to assure the security of the population are un-
der embargo of the United Nations. On the oth-
er hand the militiamen who abducted people as 
hostage are free and make some exactions on 
the citizens as seen and known of the UN forc-
es. Fabrice then challenged CSIS to understand 
what world  we live in CAR?  

To Virginia, Fabrice had a workshop on the 
violence based on the identity at the university 
George Mason.   

In New York, it was advocacies in favor of the 
peace at the Office of USA to the United Na-
tions. We had a workshop at the Colombia Uni-
versity and at the College John Jay; where we 
learned a lot on the restorative justice through 
workshops and experiences.   

 

The stage of California led us in San Diego, it 
was the convenient phase that allowed us to see 
the sad reality of the life of the Mexican immi-
grants without proper papers in USA, that must 
speak with their parents through the grid sepa-
rating the two borders.  

We thank Mr. Alexis Dixon, he was terrific with 
the workshop on the social cohesion.   

 

In Tulsa, Oklohama I saw how the colored 
people lived during the segregation and  Indians 
also. The Princess Cloud maintained us on the 
relation between the tribes and the central gov-
ernment; the Chief of the tribe of the Cherokee 
spoke to us about some of their beliefs about  
humanity and peace. 

Atlanta, Georgia it was tense emotions, a peo-
ple's history that wants to get up to change the 
state of affairs. Not with violence but with the 
power of the love, In this place Fabrice men-
tioned that; Martin Luther King Jr and Abraham 
Lincolm come next to Jesus Christ as personali-
ties who influence his life.  

Back in the country, Fabrice made the restitu-
tion in the seat Papnet member organization 
BIRD OF THE PEACE and then to the Ameri-
can embassy in Bangui.    

Fabrice is part of the team 
of Young African Peace 
Makers in Bangui, Central 
Africa Republic. Fabrice 
was trained by Rev. Dan 
Buttry and Lance Muteyo 
during the West Africa 
Conflict transformation 
Training in 2014 in Osun 
State Nigeria.  

We take this opportunity to 
thank the ambassador of 
USA in Bangui His Excel-
lence Mr. Jeffrey Hawkins 

who is always next to the Central African population 
for a successful and restful election. I recognize his 
extraordinary talent, being in touch with realities faced 
by local the populations; His excellency the Ambassa-
dor contributed a lot to the elections pacified in RCA, 
with his entire delegation. Fabrice worked with his 
excellency among communities during the electoral 
period in Central Africa Republic.  

Fabrice lead a workshop on capacity enforcement of 
the leaders of organizations on leadership and the 
civic engagement at the US Embassy in Bangui Janu-
ary 30, 2016.   

Fabrice also held workshops proceedings with youth 
on the non-violence with projection of different Non-
violence movies received from Rev. Dan Buttry.   

In one provinces of our country where the population 
lived the violence, Fabrice established clubs of peace 
with the support of World Vision.   

Fabrice envisions two projects; to put committees of 
mediations in place in Yaloké and the countryside, and  
to fight against the reduced of level of education that 
is a factor in fueling conflicts in Central Africa Repub-
lic.  

In Washington, Fabrice met several high authorities 
Americans and visited global organizations at the Cen-
ter Wilson Woodrow, Diplomacy Multi-Track at Unit-
ed State Institute of Peace, Search for Common 
Ground, the Congress, CSIS, the Department of state.  

His hallmark was the debate at CSIS where they spoke 
about problems of peace in African countries, he 
brought to light the crisis in CAR as being owed to 
the lack of the authority of the state caused by the fact 
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CENTRAL AFRICA REPUBLIC PEACE CONNECTIONS IN WASHINGTON & ATLANTA, USA 

His Excellence Jeffrey Hawkins , Embassy Team 



Migration is as old as humankind itself. People have been 
migrating since time immemorial. As a Christian, I serve a mas-
ter who was a refugee in Egypt. In nearly all migration stories, 
there are always “push” and “pull” factors. Today more and 
more people are migrating from one place to another, safer 
place. Many of the people who flee from tyranny and extreme 
poverty are African. As the leader of the Pan African Peace 
Network (PAPNET), I was invited—along with Dan Buttry of 
the American Baptist Church’s International Ministries—to 
southern Italy to conduct two Conflict Transformation work-
shops with African immigrants. The invitation came from 
Crispinus Ouma Pamba, a Kenyan man who has lived in Italy 
for the last seven years. 
A few years ago, Crispinus traveled to Ukraine with Dan and me 
for an intensive Conflict Transformation training, and now he 
helps African immigrants to become integrated into the Italian 
system. 
The Mediterranean Sea connects Africa and Europe. For over a 
decade, young Africans have been making 
trips to Europe—not by airplane but by boat, and not the con-
ventional boats that we know, but canoes with makeshift en-
gines. Hundreds have died on these journeys. Instead of con-
necting different religions, cultures and traditions, the waters of 
the Mediterranean have become a giant graveyard of people 
from different religions, cultures and traditions. 
Those who survive the trip have harrowing tales to tell. Many 
have psychological scars. But still they come. Mamadou, a man 
from Senegal, said, “If I stay in my country, I will die of poverty. It is 
better for me to die in the sea knowing that if I survive I would have reached 
the land of fortunes and opportunities.” However, 
a question remains: Is Europe—or Italy—really a land of for-
tunes and opportunities? 
Our workshop plan was simple; we wanted the participants to 
grow in awareness of their conflicts and their 
own identities. We wanted them to explore the dynamics of 
conflict and Conflict Transformation and to problem-solve is-
sues that migrants face. We used adventure-based methods in 
order to deal with trauma, leadership, power, confidence and 
communication issues. 
We had done our preparation as trainers, but as soon as we 
landed, we realised that the situation on the ground was differ-
ent from what we had imagined. There was serious resistance to 
our workshop from agencies that work with the migrants. 
Crispinus struggled to put things in order. Speaking in his Ken-
yan Luo tribal accent, he said, “Lance, immigration is a business 
in Italy. Africans are a commodity here, and any effort to em-
power them will face resistance.” 
Indeed, we did. First, the local partners with whom Crispinus 
worked continually changed the arrangements. We ended up 
losing almost two days of training. When we finally began the 
workshop, less than a dozen people participated. 

But we were happy, believing that these were the people sent 
by God, and we gave our best. We also had problems with 
venues. We started by using Municipal Police offices and later 
relocated to the Forza Italia 
political party offices. This is a right-wing political party that 
has not been favorable to migrants, so we felt some irony in 
using its offices. 
Then we tried to train the African leaders. They had invited a 
white Italian couple to participate, as they had their own asso-
ciation that accommodated African immigrants. They only 
stayed for 30 minutes and they started shouting in Italian that 
there is a problem in opening the eyes and ears of the African 
migrants. They were even enraged by the fact that Dan was an 
American and that he was trying to open Africans’ eyes. 
It seemed like a terrible verbal brawl. However, it provided a 
good opportunity for the migrants to speak. They told us their 
stories. This was not planned, but God sometimes has differ-
ent ways of organizing things. The stories were horrific and 
very emotional, but telling them helped the people to “empty 
out” so that they could go back to the main tracks of their 
lives. 
We went further and trained Italian Christians at Motolla Bap-
tist Church to cement our workshop with the immigrants. 
I also work with a child sponsorship partnership between Zim-
babwean Baptists and Italian Baptists, 
so I travelled all around Italy sharing information about child 
sponsorship, Africa and Conflict Transformation. One thing I 
taught is the concept of Ubuntu, which in Southern Africa 
means “humanism.” 
 
We say, “Umuntu umuntu ngabantu,” meaning “a person is a per-
son because of people.” Therefore, when we in Africa have 
success we are to share it; when we fall, we lift each other up. 
It affirms deep cultural values. However, African politicians 
have taken advantage of this solidarity to oppress their own 
subjects, expecting that the people will comfort each other 
without confronting them. 
Part of the solution in Africa is to give a voice to the marginal-
ised masses to take responsibility for their own 
countries, so that migration will not be forced but only happen 
by choice. It is my prayer for Africa to flourish one day and 
take care of its own people. 
In today’s global struggle, in my Shona language, we say, “Rume 
rimwe harikombe muwuyu,” meaning “no one person can embrace 
a baobab tree.” We need many hands—young people, old peo-
ple, men, women, whites, blacks, Africans, Asians, Europeans, 
Americans, Australians, Christians, Muslims, Hindus—to em-
brace the baobab tree, to embrace humanity. 
Our gratitude goes to all those who made these trainings possi-
ble. We are planning to conduct a ten-day training in Italy in 
2017, with the majority of participants being African leaders in 
Europe. 
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IMMIGRATION & MEDITERRANEAN CORRIDOR 



Ildephonse to Egypt, while Lana, Banak, David and Sisay 
were not able to get Visas to come to Egypt. This has 
opened a new Frontier and need to host another advanced 
training for East and Central Africa.   
Due to our Conflict Transformation Mission outreaches in 
volatile areas hit by armed conflict in South Sudan and Ethi-
opia, this year 2017, Philip was contacted by Global Teen 
Challenge and this followed an invitation for our protago-
nists in Sudan and Ethiopia to attend Global Teen Challenge 
Leadership Training Institute. The Non–Governmental Or-
ganization of Teen Challenge International, is a ministry es-
tablished to rescue children, youth and young adults from 
the traps of drug abuse, gangs, prostitution and victims of 
human-trafficking. Teen Challenge has been actively engaged 
in prevention, early intervention and intervention programs 
for schools, churches, government departments, etc.  
This Partnership in Training was very important for Papnet 
as we spread our wings across Africa.  The training gathered 
300 participants, all Christian ministers in senior leadership 
from all over Africa. This diversity of experience and testi-
mony was very impacting for Papnet team in understanding 
the Vision, and sharing new experiences in which to impact 
Africa with Gospel of Peace.   On the same note, we man-
aged to actively connect and share Papnet ministry areas 
with several members from African countries. We specifical-
ly where led to connect with Rev. Evans from Nigeria, Pas-
tor. Kokou from Senegal, Pastor Mandio from Cameroon, 
this adds onto our watch list of new nations in Africa where 
we will possibly expand the peace building mission outreach 
in Future. We connected with several women of God from 
around Africa who are reaching out to women and children; 
raising the next generation of peace makers. We actually in-
tend to raise the next generation wave of women for peace 
building with Rev. Sharon Buttry, and as this program has 
been envision by Christine wife to Lance and also joining 
into this Vision Lana the wife to Philip. This is then an open 
invitation to the spouses of young African peace makers and 
women in the peace building ministry in Africa and diaspora, 
to network as we build a force that will stand behind the 
gentlemen on the frontlines of peace building in Africa and 
beyond.  
Peace Like War Must be waged.  
Amani Milele – Peace Forever 

In 2014 Lance travelled to Uganda 
and held a conflict transformation 
training for trainers with Philip a.k.a 
Stargate in Northern Lira District 
one of the areas devastated by the 20 

year long Kony Lord’s Resistance Army Insurgency. This 
was part of the mentoring Journeys made by Lance across 
Africa to raise the next generation of Peace makers in the 
Pan African Peace Network. Since then Philip has conducted 
multiple trainings in Uganda with Government and non-
governmental entities with social action using sports for 
peace building: i.e. athletics and superbike riding for advoca-
cy. During the passing of the Infamous Anti Gay Bill in 
Uganda which saw many transgender Ugandans incarcerated 
and some maimed to death, Philip arose to conduct massive 
trainings with stake holders in helping alleviate the discrimi-
nation of sexual minority groups. This work grew to include 
wider minority groups such as members with Albinism, sex 
workers, victims of human trafficking and Female genital 
mutilation among others. Today in Uganda the Pan African 
Peace Network through project Crossing Lines Africa has 
done extensive work in empowering minority groups.  
In 2015, Philip started mentoring new peace makers; Sango 
Shila from DR.Congo and Niyokindi Ildephonse from Bu-
rundi. These attended the first level Papnet training in Ugan-
da. Philip teamed up with his wife Lana embarked on jour-
ney of lifting the peace making torch beyond Uganda. Pro-
jects where funded by Rev. Dr. Daniel Buttry and we man-
aged to have conflict transformation trainings in Juba capital 
of South Sudan with the Alliance of churches of South Su-
dan, Philip has been mentoring Rev. Jino Longa who is now 
the PAPNET protagonist for South and North Sudan. Pan 
African Peace Network developed a special short term mis-
sionary sending program which enabled Philip and his wife 
Lana to move to Ethiopia in which trainings where conduct-
ed in Addis Ababa and Refugee camps at the Gambella bor-
der region where the influx of South Sudanese Refugees is 
over whelming. In Ethiopia, we have trained Sisay Abebe 
from Addis Ababa, Pastor Banak Dak and Pastor David Bual 
from Gambella Region. These are men committed to work 
of peace building in their communities and Africa.  
In 2017, the young African Peace Makers had privilege to 
attend advanced Training in Egypt with Rev. Dr. Daniel and 
Sharon Buttry hosted by Rev. Dr. Mounir of the First Baptist 
Church in Cairo. We managed to bring Rev. Jino, Sango and 
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Lifting the Torch of Peace, Uganda, Ethiopia, South Sudan & New Frontiers 



They had never told these stories before, but they trusted us as 
brothers. Below is the story of Mustafa from Gambia: Story Rec-
orded by Lance Muteyo - Tress of Peace Africa & Pan African Peace 
Network.   
“I come from a polygamous family in 
Gambia and my mother passed away. By 
then I was 15 years old. My half-brothers, 
stepmothers and father then enslaved me. I 
was the boy who worked in the field every 
day. I suffered, and they could beat me 
every day. I decided to flee, to go away 
where my feet could take me. 
I migrated to and worked my way to Niger. 
Life was horrible in Niger; they enslaved 
me and I decided to go to Libya, where my brother had a shop. 
I reached Libya and saw my brother. It was a memorable reun-
ion that didn’t last, unfortunately…. After I was there one week, 
my brother’s shop was robbed and he was shot dead. I was dev-
astated and desperate.  
I then heard about the boat trip. I got a job to work my way to 
Europe. Each time you need to receive your salary, the employ-
ers usually accuse you of theft and then you walk away empty-
handed. I was sent to prison in Libya over nothing. 
I had never been in a prison before, but it…was a death camp. 
One day was like a year. Every day there were serious beatings. 
Both men and women stayed in one cell. They only gave you 

very hard bread once a day. One day, the prison governor 
came and told us that we were going to be deported. I was so 
happy, that my day to be free had come. But no, it was a trans-
fer to another terrible prison. 
That prison was even worse. Prisoners died. I only escaped 
from that jail when I lied and said that I was from Niger. The 
Niger ambassador had come to plea for the Niger prisoners to 
be freed, and I just joined them. The Niger prisoners and the 
ambassador knew I was lying, but Allah was with me. 
I stayed eight months doing hard labour in both prisons. I fi-
nally made the boat trip. It was scary but I did not care even if 
I died, because my spirit was already dead. The sea is a giant 
grave. The boat is so small, you cannot stand up, you cannot 
eat, you cannot go to the toilet. There were around 200 people 
in that boat. On our way, our engine failed and some fisher-
men from Libya came and rescued us. They took our engine 
and went with it to fix it but never returned. It could have been 
our death, but we miraculously survived. Today, the hope I had 
dreamt of is no better…. I am here in a European camp; it’s 
like a formal prison. I’ve been a year now in Italy, I am 19 years 
old but I am yet to have a document. I can’t work. I can’t trav-
el. I need to work for myself, but I am still waiting for my story 
to be heard at the Commissioner’s office so that I can receive a 
document. I did not go to school. I only went to the Arab 
school for Islam. I can’t read or write, but I hope my story will 
be heard so that one day I may migrate to Germany.” This was 
one story among many.  
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refugee camps with Family Kits (Box of Basic house hold 
utilities). We have witnessed increased influx of South Suda-
nese refugees in Gambella. Banak and David are organizing 
for  a manger peace rally and peace conference in the Gam-
bella Region in June 2017.   

Uganda: In this month of May 2017, Philip is set to reach 
four nations with conflict transformation trainings; Rwanda, 
Burundi, DR.Congo and Tanzania.  

Burundi and DR.Congo: Supported by a matching fund from 
Rev. Shron Buttry; Sango and Ildephonse  have stepped up 
to help assist  educate 364 vulnerable and destitute children 
in Burundi and DR.Congo, they are focusing on raising the 
next generation of peace makers. 

Kenya:  Baoz is on the frontlines of feeding the hungry in 
North Rift, this has provided an opportunity for warring 
nomads to lay down weapons and face climate change to-
gether. Boaz has an opportunity to create space for reconcil-
iation and healing ! More work is ongoing in Zimbabwe, 
CAR, Zambia and beyond. We are grateful for such avenues 
for support partnership. Thank you 

Senegal:  We are delighted to announce that in July 2017, Lance 
and Fabrice will have a training mission in Senegal hosted by 
Pastor Kokou who is our new Papnet protagonist in Senegal.. 
Our purpose is to empower young people in Senegal to make 
informed decisions about migration especially through the 
Mediterranean corridor and contribute towards the Africa’s 
socio-economic status. Lance and Fabrice will train young peo-
ple in Senegal with a deep focus on migration and the dynam-
ics associated with it such as trauma, power, leadership, com-
munication, religion, education and so on.  

South Sudan: Papnet has opened door for Conflict Transfor-
mation Missions in Darfur region, Nubian Mountains, North 
Sudan and Egypt. We tasked Rev. Jino to liaise with docu-
menting the ministry needs in these areas. Darfur and Nubian 
mountains are places closed out of the Global Village, we gra-
ciously invite you to enter this ministry door with us.  We have 
started a feeding program for internally displaced peoples; 
feeding children living on the streets of Juba. 

Ethiopia: Papnet needs partnerships in continuing the Conflict 
Transformation Training and helping individual families in 

NEW FRONTIERS IN AFRICA:  



PAN AFRICAN PEACE NETWORK (PAP-NET) is an inter faith, African 
networking organizational forum founded by both young and old Afri-
cans in Africa and in dispersion. Pan- African Peace Network (PAP 
NET) is a conflict transformation initiative of today's leaders built on 
biblical teachings of peace. By using  biblical doctrines we aim 
to  promote the positive well being  of all those in society irrespective 
of their religious beliefs, gender, age, and political stance.   
 
Raison d'être     
PAP-NET  is an organization that is primarily involved in the following 
by order of preference.   
 Training of trainers in conflict transformation and meditation at two 

levels;  
 Social action empowerment 
 Advocacy for Non Violent Conflict transformation  
 

USA Contact: Rev. Dr. Daniel. L and Sharon Buttry 

Global Consultant for Peace and Justice  

Email : dbuttry@comcast.net. Address: 2300 Neibel St. Hamtramck, MI 
48212. USA. Phone : 1-586-879-8146 

www.internationalministries.org 

AFRICA OFFICE:  

6409 Bloomingdale, Harare - Zimbabwe 

Cell: +263 4 774 633 336,   

Land: +263 4 292 8593 

E-mail: lance.treesofpeace@gmail.com  

Online: pap-net newsletter on Facebook! 
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WORD FROM REV. DR. DAN BUTTRY 
I'm excited and delighted 
to tell you about the new 
website we have put to-
gether to be a global re-
source centre for peace-
makers.  I had you all in 

my mind and heart in much of the design.  Check it 
out: www.danbuttry.com  


